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Introduction 

Discovery Learning Resources give you exciting classroom activities to enhance Curriculum for 
Excellence delivery.

They are created by classroom teachers and education professionals. Each resource aims to:

• support and extend working with film in the classroom

• help prepare teachers for a class visit to a Discovery Film Festival film and to extend 
 the impact of that visit for delivery of CfE

• develop confidence in Moving Image Education approaches and working with 21st 
 Century Literacy / moving image texts

Each resource is free and available to download from
www.discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/resources
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L’aventure des Marguerite (The Fantastic 
Journey Of Margot & Marguerite) 
Dir: Pierre Coré
France 2020 / 1h26m
French with English subtitles

Synopsis
Marguerite and Margot are both 12, with each their own family, friends, problems… 
One lives in 1942 and the other in 2020. In comes a mysterious magic chest that transports 
them to each other’s era.

Margot and Marguerite have something else in common: their father is no longer there, one 
vanished during the Second World War, the other not living at home. With 70 years apart, 
they’re embarking in a wild adventure to find their present, explore history and their family’s 
memories.
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Advisory notes
There is swearing in the subtitles – ‘shit’ is used four times, ‘fuck’ three times and ‘donkey 
buggers’ once. The soundtrack features the song Where My Heart’s At, with the very audible 
lyric (in English) “Be ill with shit / fuck shakin’ asses / headphones on the school bus, every day 
/ screaming “FUCK THE POLICE” by NWA”.

The rest of the film is PG suitable, though there is a small amount of historic casual sexism in 
the 1940s-set section and casual references to drug-taking. One Nazi has a pot of boiling stew 
poured over him.

Teacher’s notes
This pack is aimed at Secondary teachers of French. There are a mixture of tasks in both 
English and French, aimed at pupils who are either just beginning their French learning or are a 
year or two in. Tasks can be adjusted accordingly.
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Before the film

The poster
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Activity 1 – Label the Poster

Below are words in French to describe various features on the poster. Can you work out what 
these words are in English, and label them on the poster?

1. Le titre

2. Le réalisateur

3. Les acteurs

4. Le slogan publicitaire

5. La protagoniste / l’héroïne

6. La date de sortie

7. Un prix gagné par le film

Activity 2 – Predictions

Look at what you can see in the poster. In pairs, come up with a couple of predictions as to 
what you think is going to happen in the film. This might include:

l When the film is set

l What happens in the film

l What kind of film it is

l Who the main character of the film is

Using your thoughts above, complete the sentences below in English and French.

I think the film is a _______________________________ film.

C’est un film d’ / de _______________________________.

I think the main character is_________________________________.

L’héroïne est _________________________________.

The film is set in _________________________________.

Il se déroule en _________________________________.

I use the support of others and access appropriate reference materials of my choice to help 
me plan my writing in ways that engage my reader, using ICT when appropriate. MLAN 2-12a / 
MLAN 3-12a 

I can use a bilingual dictionary independently to help me understand new language. 
MLAN 3-11a
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Activity 3 – The Inspiration

The film is based on a children’s book. Here is the film poster and book cover side-by-side. 

l Which one appeals to you more? Why is this?

l Do you think both book and film are aimed at the same age of audience?

l Do you think anything has changed in the adaptation from book to film?

l Which do you think would appeal more to people in general? Why?

I can persuade, argue, explore issues or express an opinion using relevant supporting detail 
and/or evidence. LIT 2-29a
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Activity 4 – Trailer: in French

Watch the trailer (findable by searching L’aventure des Marguerite on YouTube) or at:
https://youtu.be/po1cM7egniA

As you watch, try to note down a what you see. Do not worry about trying to catch every word 
of French! You might note down particularly strong visuals, things that you see 
happen or settings.

I can listen to and show understanding of mainly familiar language and instructions from a 
variety of sources, where the sentences are longer and where there may be more than one 
speaker. MLAN 3-01a

Activity 5 – Tagline

In the trailer, the tagline for the film in French is “Deux adolescents vont échanger leur 
place”. This mostly includes familiar French words or cognates (words that are similar in 
English and French). 

Can you translate the tagline into good, snappy English and summarise the plot of the film? Try 
to do this task without a dictionary! (hint: échanger is very close to an English word – try adding 
an ‘x’ in near the beginning).

I can apply my knowledge about language, intonation and pronunciation to ensure that 
others can understand me when I pronounce familiar words or phrases, help me work out 
how to pronounce unfamiliar words and read a short text aloud with accuracy and confidence. 
MLAN 3-07a

Activity 6 – Trailer: in English

Watch the trailer again, this time with English subtitles (findable by searching The Fantastic 
Journey of Margot and Marguerite on YouTube) or at: 
https://youtu.be/hN2XmOhKR8Q

Once you have watched this, check back to when you predicted what might happen in the film 
from the poster. Was everything you noted down accurate? Was your summary of the plot from 
the previous activity similar to what was said in this trailer?

I can use my notes and other types of writing to help me understand information and ideas, 
explore problems, make decisions, generate and develop ideas or create new text. I recognise 
the need to acknowledge my sources and can do this appropriately. LIT 2-25a

https://youtu.be/po1cM7egniA
https://youtu.be/hN2XmOhKR8Q
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Activity 7 – Historical Context

The film is partly set in 1942, during the Second World War and the Nazi occupation of France. 
It helps to know a little bit about this before seeing the film.

Option 1: Working in groups, listen to the teacher read out the complete passage. Write the 
missing words into the correct place in the paragraph.

Option 2: Working in groups, try to work out what words would fit in each gap, using your 
knowledge of French and common sense. Think of grammatical rules (gender) and meanings.

Après la _________ de _________ 1940, la France connaît une situation _________. Occupés par

l’_________  allemande au Nord, soumis au régime de Vichy au _________, les _________ 

s’orientent progressivement vers la _________ et peuvent ainsi participer activement à leur 

propre _________.

Once complete, working in groups, try to explain in English roughly what happened to France 
during the Second World War.

Complete paragraph for teachers:
Après la défaite de juin 1940, la France connaît une situation difficile. Occupés par 
l’armée allemande au Nord, soumis au régime de Vichy au Sud, les Français 
s’orientent progressivement vers la résistance et peuvent ainsi participer activement à leur 
propre libération. 

I can recognise features of words in the language I am learning and use them to make sense of 
vocabulary and of the connections between words. MLAN 3-11b

Français    défaite  libération   difficile  

armée    Sud   résistance    juin
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After the film

Activity 1 – Sequencing

Cut out the cards below. Try to put them in sequential order of when they come in the film. To 
help you, some are in French and some are pictures! Again, look out for cognates in the French 
to help you.

I work on my own and with others to understand text using appropriate resources, 
demonstrating my understanding by matching written words to pictures and by reconstructing 
the text in a logical sequence, for example. MLAN 2-08a

I work on my own and with others to understand text using appropriate resources. I can read 
and demonstrate understanding of more complex texts which contain familiar and unfamiliar 
language. MLAN 3-08a
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Marguerite porte la 
robe d’Elsa.

Margot et Marguerite 
échangent leur places 

dans la coffre magique.

Margot et Tante Alice 
volent une voiture.

Marguerite et Nathan 
visitant une cimetière 

de la guerre.

Margot et Tante 
Alice rencontrent 

Hemingway.

Tout le monde 
danse.
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Activity 2 – Comparisons

Multiple characters are played by the same actor in the film. Margot and Marguerite have the 
same actress, as do Laurent and Marcel (Margot’s stepdad).  

    Marguerite                Margot      Marcel   Laurent
 
Below, think of four adjectives to describe each of the characters. We will then use this to form 
comparisons between them. If you need to look up the adjectives in French, use a dictionary or 
a website like www.wordreference.com. For Margot and Marguerite, you will need to use the 
feminine form of the adjective – make sure to get this right!

Margot est ____________________________________________________________________

Marguerite est _________________________________________________________________

Marcel est ____________________________________________________________________

Laurent est ____________________________________________________________________

Now use these to make comparisons between the 1940s and 2020s characters.

To make a comparison in French we use “plus _______________ que” (more _____________ 
than), “moins _______________ que” (less ___________________ than) and “aussi _____________ 
que” (as _______________ as). 

For example, we can say that Marcel est plus courageux que Laurent.

Margot est plus __________________ que Marguerite.

Marguerite est plus _________________ que Margot.

Marcel est plus __________________ que Laurent.

Laurent est plus ________________ que Marcel.

Now try to write four sentences of your own, using moins _____ que or aussi _____ que.

I can check the accuracy of my writing using my knowledge about language, the support of 
others and appropriate reference materials, including success criteria. MLAN 3-14a
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Activity 3 – Reading Reviews

Read the following French-language reviews of L’aventure des Marguerite. Colour in the stars 
to show what rating you think the reviewer gave the film.

I can recognise features of words in the language I am learning and use them to make sense of 
vocabulary and of the connections between words. MLAN 3-11b

I work on my own and with others to understand text using appropriate resources. I can read 
and demonstrate understanding of more complex texts which contain familiar and unfamiliar 
language. MLAN 3-08a
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Film familial, historico-fantastique. Scénario simple. La demoiselle jouant les 2 rôles est 
très bien, belle performance. Le film est efficace.

J’ai vraiment passé un excellent moment ! C’est bien écrit, c’est bien joué, c’est drôle, sans 
trop abuser sur les paradoxes temporels ! Si vous cherchez votre premier film post-covid, 
pas d’hésitation avec celui-là !

Tous les gags ne sont pas efficaces, et tous les rebondissements ne sont pas originaux mais 
on passe un bon moment.

Sans dynamisme, sans trouvailles, voire carrément grotesque, mal joué : lamentable, en un 
mot ! Pauvre jeune public…à vite oublier.

A voir !!! Dès 8-9 ans. Le jeux de Marguerite et de la Marcel est excellent, l’idée très bonne. 
Très belle réalisation.
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Activity 4 – Interview with Lila Gueneau (Margot/Marguerite)

Read the interview below and answer the questions that follow in English. The question 
numbers link to the relevant question number in the interview.

1. Qu’est-ce qui vous a donné envie de participer à ce projet ?
La première lecture du scénario, son caractère fantastique qui situe l’histoire entre le réel et 
l’irréel. 

2. Qu’est-ce que vous pensez du livre original, Les Temps Des Marguerite ?
Pierre m’a offert la bande-dessinée après la lecture du scénario, les dessins sont magnifiques !

3. Qui sont au fond Marguerite et Margot ?
Marguerite est douce et délicate et elle appartient à une époque où la liberté dans les familles 
était plus restreinte. Margot, elle vit bien dans son temps : elle est choyée, libre, impulsive, elle 
exprime ce qu’elle ressent sans crainte et peut se permettre pleins de choses. 

4. Vous sentez-vous plus proche de l’une ou de l’autre ?
Pas particulièrement. J’ai le sentiment d’être un peu les deux à la fois. En fait, elles ne sont pas 
si différentes l’une de l’autre, elles vivent surtout à deux époques différentes.

5. Parlez-moi de vos partenaires.
Ils étaient super ! J’ai beaucoup appris à leur contact. Alice Pol est aussi gentille et drôle dans 
le film que dans la réalité. Mais je vous assure qu’elle est bien plus futée dans la vie ! Nous 
avons également beaucoup ri avec Clovis Cornillac qui trouvait toujours les bons mots pour 
me rassurer : c’est la force tranquille. Quant à Nils Othenin-Girard, c’est devenu un très bon 
copain en plus d’être un excellent partenaire ! 

6. Comment Pierre Coré vous a-t-il dirigée ?
C’est un super réalisateur. Il est gentil, drôle et attentionné. Pierre accorde beaucoup de temps 
à ses comédiens, à qui il laisse également une grande liberté. 

Questions:

1. What made Lila Gueneau want to take part in the film?

2. What did she think of the original book?

3. How does she describe Marguerite and Margot?

4. Does she feel closer to Marguerite or Margot?

5. How does she describe her fellow actors Alice Pol, Clovis Cornillac and Nils  
 Othenin-Girard?

6. How was Pierre Coré as a director?

I work on my own and with others to understand text using appropriate resources. I can read 
and demonstrate understanding of more complex texts which contain familiar and unfamiliar 
language. MLAN 3-08a
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Activity 5 – Research

Choose one of the topics from the list below pertaining to France during the Second World 
War. Using the internet or appropriate books from your school library, write approximately 250 
words in English to summarise.

l La Résistance
l Vichy France
l The Maginot Line
l The Battle of France
l Free France
l Charles de Gaulle
l Phillipe Pétain
l Normandy Landings
l D-Day

By considering the type of text I am creating, I can independently select ideas and relevant 
information for different purposes, and organise essential information or ideas and any 
supporting detail in a logical order. I can use suitable vocabulary to communicate effectively 
with my audience. LIT 3-26a / LIT 4-26a
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Activity 6 – Time Travelling Films

There are lots of books, TV series, video games and films that involve time travel in one way or 
another. Here are some titles in French of time travel media – can you work out what they are in 
English?

l La machine à explorer le temps (livre et film)

l La Planète des singes (film)

l Retour vers le futur (une trilogie des films)

l Un jour sans fin / Le jour de la marmotte (film avec Bill Murray)

l Harry Potter et le Prisonnier d’Azkaban (livre et film)

l Avengers : Phase finale (film)

l Docteur Qui (série télévisée)

l La légende de Zelda : L’épée céleste (jeu-vidéo)

Can you think of any more examples of books, TV shows, films or video games that involve 
time travel? If you can, can you find out their titles in French?

I use the support of others and access appropriate reference materials of my choice to help me 
plan my writing in ways that engage my reader, using ICT when appropriate. 
MLAN 2-12a / MLAN 3-12a

A good way to find films’ titles in French is to find the Wikipedia article for that book or film, 
then look on the left-hand side of the web page for the “other languages” list. 

By clicking on “Français”, you will be taken to the French-language Wikipedia article about 
that book or film.
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Evaluating this resource 

We hope that you found this resource useful and appropriate. 

Please do send us film reviews, letters from your pupils, documentation of classwork and your 
feedback by e-mailing mike.tait@dca.org.uk

Would you make a good Discovery Film Festival
Case Study?

We are seeking a number of simple Case Studies in how teachers have used or are using 
Discovery films in the classroom across Curriculum for Excellence and across the Levels.

Any case studies that we develop would be intended for presentation on GLOW, the Creativity 
Portal and on Discovery Film Festival websites. We have a simple template to be completed 
and are keen to have classwork and documentation included.

If you would like to be a Discovery Case Study please e-mail sarah.derrick@dca.org.uk 

mailto: mike.tait@dca.org.uk
mail to: sarah.derrick@dca.org.uk

